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Abstract
Attributing human-like traits to information
technology (IT) — leading to what is called
anthropomorphized technology (AT)—is increasingly
common by users of IT. Previous IS research has
offered varying perspectives on AT, although it
primarily focuses on the positive consequences. This
paper aims to clarify the construct of AT and proposes
a “bias–threat–illusion” model to classify the
negative consequences of AT. Drawing on “threefactor theory of anthropomorphism” from social
psychology and integrating self-regulation theory, we
propose that failing to regulate the use of elicited
agent knowledge and to control the intensified
psychological needs (i.e., sociality and effectance)
when interacting with
AT leads to negative
consequences: “transferring human bias,” “inducing
threat to human agency,” and “creating illusionary
relationship.” Based on this bias–threat–illusion
model, we propose theory-driven remedies to
attenuate negative consequences. We conclude with
implications for IS theories and practice.

1. Introduction
The rise of social robots, voice assistants, and
artificial intelligence has increased the tendencies to
attribute human-like behaviors and characteristics to
information
technology
(IT),
leading
to
anthropomorphized technology (AT). AT is not
unique to IT but arises more generally from the human
tendency to imbue real or imagined behavior and
characteristics to nonhuman agents [14]. Users can
perceive their voice assistant as their “friend” or
“partner” as they attribute a human-like mind to the
assistant and talk as they would talk with human
partners [31].
The emerging literature has focused on positive
consequences of AT. ATs have been found to serve
effective roles, including as users’ co-workers,
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assistants, and emotional support at home. Imbuing
anthropomorphized design elements into IT has been
found to lead to high use intentions [38], trust [48],
enjoyment [47], and higher purchase intentions [49],
as well as to counteract negative moods brought on by
social exclusion [32].
In contrast, negative consequences of AT have
garnered much less attention in the research literature,
although they have been highlighted in the popular
literature. Talking with voice agents might lead to the
invasion of personal privacy [20]. Users who perceive
their voice agents as a close friend might disclose
sensitive information when communicating with the
conversational agents. Similarly, social robots and
artificial intelligence can impose threats to their users.
An analysis of public discourse revealed that the
concerns about loss of control over AI and the negative
effects of AI on human jobs have sharply increased in
recent years [15]. Despite public attention and
concern, we have not found research that develops an
integrative framework or research model for analyzing
negative consequences.
Our paper has three primary goals: (1) clarifying
the AT construct; (2) proposing a model to account for
negative consequences of AT; and (3) proposing
theoretically driven remedies to mitigate the negative
consequences. Next, we review selective literature on
AT and identify key threads. We propose a model of
three types of negative consequences of AT and
advance theory-driven interventions to counteract
these negative effects. Throughout the paper, we
consider only the individual use of AT.

2. Clarifying the Theoretical Concepts of
AT
Many different terms and threads prevail in the
research on AT, including “human-like” “humanness”
[26] or anthropomorphism [49].We will discuss and
compare one major thread of AT and then one general
research thread on non-human agents. Various fields
such as marketing, organization theory, and
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anthropology has advanced our knowledge of
anthropomorphism in general without a special focus
on technology.
The first thread of literature has considered
“computers as social actors” (CASA). Nass et al. [33]
proposed an influential theory, ethopoeia theory,
which suggests that users interact with computers in a
manner similar to the way they interact with humans.
Nass and Moon [32] argued that models of thoughtful
human attribution and behavior cannot explain the
processes that elicit stereotyping, politeness, and
reciprocity toward a computer; however, “an
obliviousness to the unique characteristics of a
computer as an interactant certainly can” [33; pp.21].
Interestingly, Nass and Moon’s theory has been
challenged as researchers have found evidence of
“mindless anthropomorphism” [25].
Another thread of literature has focused on
anthropomorphism from the psychology perspective
on
nonhuman
agents
in
general
[14].
Anthropomorphism is defined as a process of
inductive inference about nonhuman agents. Drawing
from cognitive psychology and social psychological
research on inductive reasoning, Epley, Waytz, and
Cacioppo [14] propose a “SEEK” model on three
psychological determinants of anthropomorphism: the
desire for social contact and affiliation (sociality
motivation, (S)); the motivation to explain and
understand the behavior of other agents (effectance
motivation (E)); and the accessibility and applicability
of anthropocentric knowledge (elicited agent
knowledge (EK)). Sociality motivation, the first
element of the SEEK model, refers to the basic human
need to establish and maintain a sense of social
connection
with
others;
anthropomorphizing
nonhuman agents can satisfy this need. Effectance
motivation, the second element, refers to humans’
basic need to make sense of an uncertain world. In
anthropomorphizing non-human agents, people can
satisfy their effectance need by reducing the
unfamiliarity and thus by regaining control. Elicited
agent knowledge, the third element, is a primary
cognitive factor that determines the likelihood of
activating knowledge about humans when making
inferences about nonhuman agents. It is the cognitive
basis of the anthropomorphic inference process.
Subsequent research on SEEK has focused on the
effects of anthropomorphism on a variety of nonhuman agents, mostly out of technology context such
as organizational identity [1]. Research has found that
anthropomorphism satisfies people’s sociality needs
by providing social rapport and reducing the pain from
social exclusion [32], and it satisfies people’s
effectance needs by reducing the uncertainty
associated with using or interacting with the non-

human objects [48]. The drawback is that the theory
treats technology as a black box and does not consider
how the characteristics of the technology interact with
the psychological needs.
Table 1 summarizes the two major threads of AT
research. Both threads of literature focus on the
phenomenon of “users interacting with technology in
a manner similar to interacting with other humans”.
However, they have two major distinctions. First,
CASA clearly rejects the notion that users consciously
construe computers as human, whereas SEEK model
demonstrates the existence and prevalence of
anthropomorphic thinking to construe technology as
human. Since later research demonstrated that
anthropomorphism can be a mindless process without
a “sincere, conscious belief” [25], SEEK model has
become a more accepted account for AT phenomenon
because it allows both conscious and unconscious
thinking processes to play a role [14]. Second, CASA
is a native theory developed in HCI field in the 1990’s,
thus many of its assumptions and notions are limited
to personal computers; in contrast, SEEK model can
explain a wide range of AT phenomenon because it is
developed to theorize anthropomorphism process of
non-human objects in general.
Therefore, in this paper we will adopt the SEEK
model perspective because it can provide a more valid,
comprehensive and generalized perspective on various
types of AT. The flexible perspectives of SEEK model
(e.g. transcending technology types, allowing both
conscious and unconscious processes) will enable us
to integrate the scattered literature on AT. However,
the SEEK model has its own challenges in predicting
and explaining the negative consequences of AT. First,
it does not directly explain the role of technology in
facilitating the AT process and subsequent
consequences. Second, because it focuses only on the
psychological antecedents of AT, this model alone
doesn’t allow us to generate further explanations or
predictions about when negative consequences of AT
would occur, how they would occur, and what the
negative consequences are.
To address these two deficits of the SEEK model
and to complement its capacity to explain and predict
the negative consequences of AT, we incorporate into
the model the construct of humanized characteristics
of technology and constructs from self-regulation
theory [8]. Humanized characteristics of technology
include both the physical characteristics (e.g.,
hardware and software) and the surface structure
characteristics (e.g., interface) of the technology, and
together, they enable the AT process—the process that
occurs when users attribute agent knowledge to the
technology with which they interact. Technologies are
malleable and as they become more intelligent and
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Table 1. Research threads on AT

Research Thread

Definition

Computers as Social
Actor

Users interact with
computers in a manner
similar to the way they
interact with other
humans, so that the
notion of
“anthropomorphism”
should be rejected.
Humans have a
psychological tendency
to imbue the real or
imagined behavior of
nonhuman agents with
humanlike
characteristics,
motivations, intentions,
or emotions.

Anthropomorphism
(SEEK Model)

dynamic, they can take on human behavioral processes
such as learning, changing, decision making. In this
paper, we examine characteristics of the technology
from the view point of processes and functionality as
opposed to technology as a symbol.
We also integrate notions from self-regulation
theory [8] to propose that users have to self-regulate
both the use of elicited agent knowledge and their
psychological needs to achieve their desired goals
through AT. Failing to regulate the appropriate use of
elicited agent knowledge and failing to bound the
psychological needs can lead to a series of negative
consequences, or failed goal pursuit.
To build a model of negative consequences of AT,
we rely on the two streams of research but also other
studies on anthropomorphism including from the
fields of marketing, human-computer interaction,
sociology, psychology, and communications. We
searched the main journals in those fields. In IS, we
searched the AIS “basket of eight” IS journals and
proceedings of the leading conferences (e.g., HICSS,
ICIS, ECIS, and AMCIS). We only reviewed literature
exploring the negative consequences of technology at
individual level. In some cases, we also included
studies that focused on “technological products.”
Because of the generalizability of SEEK theory on AT
phenomenon, we believe this integrated model will
apply to different types of AT, including social robots
[12], avatars [34, 40], cognitive agents [31],
recommender systems [30], chatbots [20], etc.

Related IT
Phenomenon or
Artifacts
Personal computers

Sample
Article

Challenges

Nass et al.
(1994)

Rejects the notion
that users truly
think of AT as
human; Being
challenged by
later research [25]

A wide range of
phenomenon:
electronic
commerce brands
and products [49];
personal intelligent
agents [31]; social
robots [12];
autonomous vehicle
[48]

Epley,
Waytz, &
Cacioppo
(2007)

Treats technology
as a black box and
does not directly
address AT’s
negative
consequences

3. Negative Consequences of AT: BiasThreat-Illusion Model
We build on the SEEK model from social
psychology [14] and integrate both technology
characteristics and self-regulation theory to propose a
model explaining when and how AT can engender
negative consequences. The SEEK model suggests
three psychological antecedents to AT: sociality need,
effectance need and elicited agent knowledge. The
antecedents were defined in the previous section.
Sociality needs might involve the perception of voice
assistants as an intimate “friend” in everyday life [31].
When trying to ride an autonomous driving vehicle for
the first time, users can perceive the car itself as a
“reliable driver.” Users anthropomorphize as they say
“Hi” to a robot because they apply the elicited agent
knowledge that “humans can talk” to the robot, even
if the robot to which they speak does not have this
functionality.
Previous IS literature suggests that humanized
characteristics of technology are also antecedents to
AT; we argue that these characteristics also can
intensify users’ access to agent knowledge and
psychological needs. Such characteristics can be
related to technology design, interaction, and context,
among other features. Visual and auditory human-like
characteristics can enhance the anthropomorphism
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process [49], and technology that allows human-like
interaction can intensify the process as well [34].
Vivid media also have been shown to strengthen the
perceived humanness of the communication agents
[19]. In sum, technology with more humanized
characteristics reinforces or intensifies the influence of
three psychological antecedents on AT.
We argue that the capacity to engender or intensify
AT with such characteristics might not always result
in positive IT-related outcomes. We base our
arguments on self-regulation theory (e.g., [2, 8]). Selfregulation involves approaching a desired goal and
avoid undesired anti-goals [8]. It’s also about
resolving the conflicts between impulsive needs and
controlled reflective forces to restrain the impulses
[21]. We propose that both incorrect elicited agent
knowledge (e.g. cognitive biases) and over-intensified
psychological needs (effectance and sociality) can
become “anti-goals” as they sabotage the pursuit of
desired goal, and effective self-regulation is needed to
suppress these cognitive biases and impulsive needs.
Failing to regulate these “anti-goals” and failing the
goal pursuit will lead to a series of negative outcomes,
including a negative attitude (e.g., dissatisfaction),
negative emotions (e.g., distrust), and unproductive
behavior (e.g., IT misuse) in relation to the technology
with which they interact.
Self-regulation theory also helps to explain why
the negative consequences take place [2, 8]. First, the
theory suggests that learning the correct knowledge
structures and applying them to solve problems require
effective regulatory control and persistent monitoring.
The theory also suggests that successful goal pursuit
requires that users correctly map to certain elicited
agent knowledge the feedback they receive while
interacting with technology. That is, users need to
ascribe the right knowledge to the technology. Taken
together, ascribing the appropriate elicited agent
knowledge to the technology requires self-regulation,
and failing to use knowledge in light of this regulatory
control leads to undesirable learning or reasoning
outcomes because of the application of conflicting or
inappropriate knowledge.
Second, performing goal-directed activities
requires self-regulation of immediate and innate
psychological needs [8]. When people have depleted
self-regulation resources, their uncontrolled, innate
needs cause counterproductive impulsive behavior,
such as technology addiction [27]. In a similar vein,
we propose that failing to regulate their sociality and
effectance needs also interferes with the active pursuit
of desired goals, especially when the desired goal has
conflicts with the two imminent needs. Users might
engage in goal-inconsistent activities to satisfy their

impulsive needs and sabotage the pursuit of the
desired goal.
To overcome these impulses, self-regulation
theory also suggests two different behavioral systems
to effective self-regulation: an avoidance system by
posing restraints over the impulses through technology
and an approach system by increasing users’
capabilities of exercising self-regulation.
In Figure 1, we demonstrate the above integrated
model on when and how negative consequences of AT
would occur. More importantly, we will demonstrate
what the negative consequences are by breaking them
into biases, threats, and illusions, and how they are
caused by each type of self-regulation failure (see
Figure 2).

3.1 Transferring Human Biases
Humanized characteristics created through AT
could activate agent knowledge—defined as human
schemas or human-related knowledge [14]—and
effect consequences through AT. If users fail to
regulate the ascriptions of elicited agent knowledge to
AT, the failure can lead to the negative consequences
in transferring human biases.
Stereotypes are one type of elicited agent
knowledge. A stereotype is defined as the thought
widely adopted about specific types of individuals or
their behavior and intended to represent the entire
group of these individuals or their behaviors as a
whole [18]. Stereotypes can lead to incorrect or
inappropriate inferences, particularly when selfregulation resources are depleted [5]. Under time
pressure or other constrained situations, users might
apply stereotyped knowledge to AT. For example,
when interacting with avatars [13] and social robots
[11], users have been found to apply gender
stereotypes in their judgment about the characteristics
and capabilities of the technology. Just as with
anthropomorphized goods and services, people might
apply a stereotype, such as “beautiful is good,” to AT
[46] so that AT with unattractive appearance was
devalued despite of strong functional capabilities.
Stereotypes might then prevail and be reinforced,
particularly if users make judgments based on the
surface characteristics of the technology. An
observational study on human–robot interaction
revealed that people’s conversations with a human
robot can engender the expression of negative verbal
disinhibition [11].
Another example of ascribing biases is attributing
the capacity of reasoning and intentional actions to AT
[37]. A biased perception that follows from this
ascription is that because an entity is responsible for
its actions, the AT— rather than users themselves
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[37]—deserves punishment for wrongdoings [17]
rather than users themselves [37].
Proposition 1: Failing to regulate the ascription
of elicited agent knowledge to AT can transfer and
activate human biases.

3.2 Threatening Human Agency
As users attribute agent knowledge to technology
they interact with—as they anthropomorphize it, AT
can reduce the uncertainty in novel and unfamiliar
environments, construct meaning, and promote a sense
of efficacy [14]. However, when users’ psychological
need for control, autonomy, and other forms of
efficacy become unbounded without regulation, AT
can lead to impulsive motivations that can generate
negative consequences. Such motivations can lead
users to perceive greater similarity between nonhuman agents and human beings than is justified.
Strong effectance needs can lead users to perceive the
AT as competent and dependent [9]. Effectance needs
can cause users to perceive an autonomous vehicle as
a “reliable driver,” which might cause a threat to users’
perceived self-abilities of driving. Therefore, both the
blurring boundaries between human and machine and
perceived, highly competent AT can cause threats to
human agency.
Research has demonstrated the threat that
perceptions of over-competent AT pose. Kim, Chen,
and Zhang [24] revealed that AT could undermine
individuals’ perceived autonomy because users
construe the help they get from AT to be the same as
the help they get from humans. Importantly, the
research demonstrated that this effect was particularly
strong when users’ effectance need is heightened and
could be mitigated when their effectance need was
under control.

exclusion tend more often to anthropomorphize
objects [14, 46].
However, intensified sociality motivation without
regulatory control can also bring potential conflicts
and harmful effects for the individuals, especially in
the technology setting. AT that satisfies users’
sociality need might falsely convince its users –
especially the most vulnerable ones – that it “can
provide real social relations, with genuine and
reciprocal affect and emotions, while they simply
cannot” [12]. In other words, AT in light of sociality
need can create illusionary relationship. Users might
have difficulty distinguishing the virtual social
relationship from the real one and high-quality from
low-quality relationships [46]. Sharkey and Sharkey
[39] argued that care-robots for elderly people might
lead to undesirable outcomes, such as blocking the real
social interactions with human beings, especially as
elderly people have more difficulty regulating their
intense need for sociality [6].
Another negative consequence caused by
illusionary relationship is excessive self-disclosure.
Because of the strong need to belong, people who lack
social connections possess greater trust toward AT and
engage in more self-disclosure. They can form
stronger bonds with and trust in AT. Socially anxious
people, who have issues with real social interaction but
still have a strong need for sociality, revealed more
information and greater intimate information about
themselves when interacting with a virtual human
when compared with real human video interaction
[23]. People also preferred AT over humans when
asked to self-reveal about more sensitive topics
because they perceived AT as less judgmental and
more trustworthy [36].
Proposition 3: Failing to regulate sociality need
in relation to AT can create the illusion of
relationship with the technology.

Proposition 2: Failing to regulate effectance
need with AT can induce perceived threat to user’s
agency.

3.3 Creating Illusionary Relationship
According to Epley, Waytz, and Cacioppo [14],
sociality need increases the tendency to actively search
for social connection in one’s environment. People
feeling lonely or excluded or lacking social connection
might try to escape from this painful, isolated state by
anthropomorphizing nonhuman agents and creating
social connection with nonhuman agents, just as they
would have done or wanted to do with human beings.
Research has consistently documented that people
who are chronically lonely and experience social
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Figure 1. An integrated model for the negative consequences of AT

Figure 2. Dissecting the negative consequences: bias-threat-illusion

4. Potential Remedies to the Negative
Consequences
In this section, we speculate about remedies to
prevent some of the negative consequences identified,
by clarifying how they improve the self-regulation
process and prevent self-regulation failure. Previous
research has demonstrated several contingencies
inhibiting or facilitating self-regulation failure during
IT task, including use related factors such as
processing demand [5] and level of attentiveness [8] as
well as task related factors such as task framing [24]
and task feedback [16]. We will propose remedies
based on these theoretical contingencies. The
following remedies also represent two ways to

facilitate effective self-regulation by posing direct
external restraints on the impulses through technology
(avoidance system) or by increasing users’ capabilities
for self-regulation (approach system). The avoidance
system method focuses on re-designing technology
and use context to directly constrain users’ overintensified psychological needs; in contrast, the
approach system method focuses on facilitating more
effective user interaction with the AT that allows them
to repress the over-intensified needs.
Preventing the “Bias”
Biases are most likely to happen when users are
experiencing high processing demand [5]. It is because
controlling the urge to express deeply rooted cognitive
biases recruits a large amount of self-regulation. When
users are faced with high information processing
demand during IT task, they will not have enough self-
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regulation to suppress their innate biases [21]. Thus an
“avoidance” system remedy to effective selfregulation is reducing their information-processing
demands. Such demands might be reduced by
modifying AT through design, use contexts, or
interaction modes, among others. We propose one
design solution that might reduce informationprocessing demands: technological modularity,
defined as “the intentional decoupling of
interoperating subsystems of a larger system” [43].
With technologies with higher modularity, users may
be able to regulate the expression of biases better [35].
Another “approach” system remedy might involve
increasing users’ attentiveness during IT use through
training. For example, factors that increase users’ IT
mindfulness might also reduce the transfer of biases
[42]. IT mindfulness refers to an overarching mental
mindset driven by individual awareness of the context
and by openness to the value-adding applications of
IT. Promoted through priming or training, IT
mindfulness represents a highly attentive and selfregulated state of IT use, thus it can increase users’
ability to regulate the proper use of elicited agent
knowledge at AT and prevent the “biases”.
Mitigating the “Threat”
We propose remedies to mitigate the “threat”
based on two contingent factors affecting selfregulation success: task framing and task feedback,
through either the “avoidance system” or the
“approach system” route. First, threats might be
remedied through an “avoidance system” route via
framing of user task. For instances, framing user task
in a more cooperative and communal term
(“teamwork” vs “contest”) can lead users to have less
striving for competence and personal control. Under
cooperative framing, it’s easier for users to exercise
control over effectance need since the cooperative task
environment eliminates the general level of effectance
need.
Second, we can manage to reduce users’ overintensified effectance need through an “approach
system” route. For example, providing user guides and
instant feedback during IT-related task can reduce
uncertainty and increase their perceived efficacy
during the task [16], which will eventually mitigate the
perceived threat to agency from AT.
Breaking the “Illusion”
In the similar vein as mitigating the threat,
preventing users from engaging in illusionary
relationship with AT also requires refraining the overintensified sociality needs. We propose several
external regulations on AT design aiding at
constraining sociality needs. Avoiding human-like

labels or names for AT (e.g., Alexa or Siri) might be a
starting point. Designers might incorporate warning
signs into the design to indicate when users become
habituated or even addicted to the technology [41, 45].
Also, designers might incorporate alerts for users if
they start to disclose inappropriate quantities or
qualities of information, so that sensitive information
is less likely to be shared [22].
To sum up, we proposed remedies based on several
theoretical contingencies influencing self-regulation
failure and classified these remedies into either
avoidance-system or approach-system route to
effective self-regulation. We believe these theoreticaldriven remedies can help to alleviate the negative
consequences from AT, and promote more effective
use of AT.
.

5. Discussion and Future Directions
The current paper tentatively explores when and
how users attribute human agent knowledge to
technology they interact with and how such AT
processes can lead to negative consequences. By
integrating literature from both psychology and IS on
AT, we propose that users’ anthropomorphizing is
driven by psychological needs (sociality and
effectance), enabled by the accessibility of human
agent knowledge, and moderated by humanized
characteristics of the technology. The humanized
characteristics of the technology can intensify
anthropomorphizing to the extent that users fail to
properly regulate their use of accessible human agent
knowledge or fail to control their impulsive or intense
psychological needs. Three types of negative
outcomes can result: transferring human biases,
inducing perceived threats to users’ agency, and
creating illusionary relationship. We speculate about
remedies for counteracting these consequences. These
remedies along with the explanations of biases are
based on self-regulation theory.
Our theoretical framework offers explanations for
empirical findings on users’ counterproductive IT
attitude and use behavior, including verbal aggression
toward virtual agents [11], fear of artificial intelligent
agents [15], and disclosure of sensitive information to
conversational agents [23]. Some of them are purely
descriptive (e.g. [11]) and the rest just provide surfacelevel explanation without incorporating any theories
related to AT (e.g. [23]). While our theorizing suggests
self-regulation resources and regulatory control as key
mechanisms in such counterproductivity. For
example, the finding from Kang and Gratch [23] that
social anxious users disclose more sensitive
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information to AT can be well explained by our theory
that those users have difficulty to regulate their
sociality needs.
This research contributes to information systems
(IS) theories in the following ways. First, the work
integrates research from psychology with the
anthropomorphism literature from IS. Social
psychological theories [14] have focused on users’
psychological antecedents to the anthropomorphism
while ignoring the role of technology characteristics.
Meanwhile, IS research [47,49] primarily has focused
on how technology characteristics (e.g., visual or
audio cues) influence the extent to which the
technology is perceived as human-like but has focused
less on users’ psychological needs. Second, the work
highlights the central mechanisms of self-regulation.
Although previous IS research has consistently
showed that self-regulation ability can have beneficial
effects on individual IT use and performance (e.g. [28,
44]), our theorizing suggests how users’ selfregulation can influence IT use and outcomes: by
regulating the use of agent knowledge and by
controlling psychological needs.
The work has practical implications. We offer
remedies for improving the design of technology to
reduce the regulatory demand and to prevent the
negative effects of AT (e.g., modularization). We also
provide organizations with suggestions on how to
frame user tasks (i.e., as cooperative versus
competitive) and suggest training that can be offered
(e.g., IT mindfulness training) to counteract negative
consequences.
This theoretical framework has limitations. First,
our conceptual framework is limited to individuallevel technology use and does not consider collective
use. Second, our research only focuses on how selfregulation failure leads to negative consequences of
AT, thus we don’t make any symmetrical predictions
or claims regarding how successful self-regulation can
cause positive consequences of AT. Finally, in
addition to self-regulation, other mechanisms also
might influence whether AT leads to positive or
negative consequences. For example, coping might be
alternative mechanism [4]. If we treat AT as a coping
process when interacting with technology, we can
propose that different types of coping strategies (e.g.
emotion-focused versus problem-focused) might lead
to negative (versus positive) consequences. Although
our theorizing can explain many of the empirical
findings we discovered regarding the negative effects
of interacting with AT, we have not considered the
broader context in which AT might be situated. The
extant studies themselves are often narrowly focused
and fail to take into account rich contexts of actual use.
Studies in natural settings are greatly needed. Future

research also needs to consider temporality and
feedback cycles in the AT model, so as to incorporate
the dynamics of self-regulation process into the model.
Moreover, this theoretical model opens avenues for
future empirical research employing neuroscience
methods to gain deeper insights into the psychological
process underlying the effect of AT on users. Another
direction is extending the AT model to collective and
organizational level use, and exploring how it might
engender different outcomes from individual use.
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